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The proposal aims to turn an spot of the Gothic quarter, a
sensitive place from heritage point of view, an obsolete and
closed existing building that fell into disuse, into a
container of public uses. As a result, the Gothic bell tower
of Sta. Maria del Pi's church,  hidden since centuries by a
part of the existing building attached to it, is released.

The most damaged parts of the existing building are
demolished, but the façade and the main bay of it are
preserved in order to maintain the square's historical
character. To complete the part of the building that is
preserved, a new volume with steel structure and skin of
zinc  is added. This new piece stays separated from  the
existing in order to establish a dialogue between new and
old. Mean the old bay is refurbished, the new volume is
made with light materials and a contemporary image.  The
new part of the building gesticulates and dematerializes
when faces the bell tower, turning its stones into the real
enclosure wall of all floors. The facade that faces it is
concieved as a gothic reinterpreting, where the massive
stony material turns into a semitransparent skin, the impost
lines become metallic profiles, etc.

The requirement that the works had to last 7 months
conditioned the whole process. Thus, due to the site's
nature it could not be linear (demolition - archaeology
-construction), and all phases had to be coordinated and
sometimes were done simultanously.
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stages 0 and 1

- preventive consolidation of

- deconstruction of the upper floors 

- deconstruction of the added volume 

  and the roof of the part to preserve

  the existing building

stage 2

- implementation of the micro-pile 

- reinforcement of existing foundation 

- reinforcement of the new roof and 

foundation of the new structure

stage 3

- placing the steel pillars till

  second floor

stage 4

- structure of the second floor 

- deconstruction of the floor below

stage 5

- structure of the first floor 

- deconstruction of the floor below

stage 6

- structure of the ground floor 

stage 7

- finishing the construction of the upper

- finishing the upper slabs

- finishing sheet pile foundations in 

floors (third floor and roof)

stage 8

- finishing upper floors

- archeology. Digging the

- finishing the foundations,

  basement and ground slabs

  basement.

To adapt the works to the schedule and
to the site, a nonlinear process is
planned, where archeology,
deconstruction and construction overlap,
a pioneer process in the Old Town. To
prevent archeology  delays the start of
the works,  the excavation of the
basement is made at the same time as
the works for finishing  the upper floors,
thus that makes possible to shorten the
works 4 months from what is usual.
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eastern edge

The difficulty of acces and the planning
schedule, determines the choice of
systems and material for the new part
of the building: using framed steel
structure, flat ventilated roof with
prefabricated flooring, zinc façade
panels, resin claddings, rubber flooring,
etc. In contrast, the historic part is
rehabilitated in a traditional way:
finishing the roof with ceramic floor tiles
and the facade with lime stucco.

the old part

- deconstruction of the floor below
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